
   

Contact
Tehran, Iran
+989129271243 (Mobile)
a.azhdarialm@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/a-azhdari
(LinkedIn)
www.ALM-DevOps.com (Personal)

Top Skills
Team foundation server 2015 update
2
Application Lifecycle Management
Security Development
Lifecycle(SDL)

Languages
English (Professional Working)
English, Middle (1100-1500)
(Professional Working)

Certifications
ITIL V3
Security +

Ali Azhdari
DevOps Consultant at Soltia ab
Sweden

Summary
5 years of experience as a Technical writer and solution Provider at
https://www.ALM-DevOps.com/

6 years of experience as an Application Lifecycle
Management(ALM).
5 years of experience as a Technical Management.
4 years of experience as a DevOps Engineer.
4 years of experience as a Teacher and Define the IT Courses.
4 years of experience as a Consultant.
8 years of experience in Software Development.

I'm active in ALM, DevOps(Both Windows & Open Source),
Scrum, software testing, Software Security and Software project
OutSourcing standardization.

I love toolsets(I know culture & people are more important) because
that's how things get done, I use TFS/VSTS, Jenkins, Selenium, Unit
Test Frameworks, Gitlab, Git, Visual Studio, C#, .NETCore, Python,
Powershell, Bash, Windows Server, Linux, Atlassian package(Jira
software, Jira core, Jira Service Desk, Confluence), Redgate
DBDevOps Toolset, Application Insights, ELK Stack, Sonarqube,
Kubernetes, Docker.

Experience

Soltia AB
DevOps Consultant
September 2021 - Present (7 months)
Sweden

DevOps Consultant.
- Responsible for handling Azure infrastructure for different products in
different markets like Europe, the US, and other regions with tools like
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AKS, App Service, Azure DevOps, Azure Monitoring, Azure Security, ARM
templates, and other stuff.
- Helping frontend and backend teams to have better daily work experience
and implement DevSecOps in everyday Automated processes.

ALM-Devops
Founder
September 2017 - Present (4 years 7 months)
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

first started as a weblog and over the years grow to be a consulting group.

we offer consultant & Training or we can help your organization implement this:
- Cloud Native Technologies
- DevOps
- SRE
- ITIL 4
- Scrum
- DevSecOps

Tadbir Pardaz IT Group Ltd.
DevOps Consultant
May 2020 - September 2021 (1 year 5 months)

Tadbir Pardaz Company was established in 2000 with the aim of operating in
the field of information technology and producing specialized software for the
stock market and the capital market.

As a DevOps Consultant my job is:
- Audit DevOps state in the company teams
- Define roadmap with the Platform engineering team
- Conducting training classes needed to implement new processes and tools
- Implement processes and tools in the company teams and enable them to
work happier

startup
AWS & Azure Solution Architect
January 2020 - August 2021 (1 year 8 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

as an AWS Solution Architect, my job is to Define a cost-effective and low-risk
solutions based on AWS.
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- SDLC Automation
- Iac
- Cost Optimization
- Monitoring and logging

GolrangSystem
ALM/DevOps trainer and Consultant
July 2019 - December 2020 (1 year 6 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

"Golrang System" is a company belongs to the "Golrang industrial group",
responsible to provide the software solution for other companies in the group.

as an ALM/DevOps Consultant my job is:
- Identify the current status of the teams and assess their status in DevOps
Transition
- Plan to migrate from older versions of TFS to Azure DevOps
- Organization transition to Agile & DevOps culture
- Implement Azure DevOps Best Practices in the whole organization
and much more ...

MAPNA Group
DevOps Consultant
May 2020 - July 2020 (3 months)

MAPNA Group is a group of Iranian companies involved in development
and execution of thermal and renewable power plants, oil & gas, railway
transportation and other industrial projects as well as manufacturing main
equipment including gas and steam turbines, electrical generator, turbine
blade and vane, HRSG and conventional boilers, electric and control systems,
gas compressor, locomotive and other pertinent equipment.

As a DevOps Consultant my job is:
- Conducting training classes needed to implement new processes and tools

Ertebatat Novin Faranam
DevOps Architect
October 2019 - November 2019 (2 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

as a DevOps Architect my job is:
do the DevOps transition, design and implement every step including but not
limited to:
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- Change Organization structure to be an agile organization.
- implement Configuration management best practices with Azure DevOps
- Design a new model of customer support with state of the art ticketing
management and continuous feedback
- design and implement chatOps
- Design and implement CI
- Design and implement UI Test Automation framework
- ...

Faranegar
ALM/DevOps Consultant
April 2019 - September 2019 (6 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

as an ALM/DevOps Consultant my job was:
Train Dev Team for Using Azure DevOps Repos & help them to implement it.
Train Release Team to use Azure DevOps Pipeline & help them to implement
it.

Samtik.com
ALM/DevOps Consultant
May 2019 - July 2019 (3 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

as an ALM/DevOps Consultant my job was:
train team members and implement a knowledge management system for the
whole organization for centralizing all information and binary files.
train team members and implement GIT version control in all teams, even
infra, and QA.
train team members to how to manage scrum project in Azure DevOps.
create and train QA team from scratch.
Create Continuous integration for projects with Azure DevOps.
Implement Container Orchestration Engine (COE) with Kubernetes.

parsdanisun
Atlassian Jira software, Bitbucket, Bamboo Consultant and instructor
February 2019 - June 2019 (5 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

define Atlassian ALM Solution for different customers
define advance jira software courses and offer Consultant/instructor for
customers
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define bitbucket course and offer Consultant/instructor for customers
define Bamboo course and offer Consultant/instructor for customers

Rayanparsi Company
DevOps Consultant
January 2019 - June 2019 (6 months)

implement standards required by a software company to create and deliver IT
services and products.

IranEIT co.
DevOps Consultant
October 2018 - May 2019 (8 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

"Fanavaran Etelate Khebreh" main products are software services for
Insurance Industry, Fanavaran has More than 50% of the market share.

as a DevOps Consultant my job is:
Implement bleeding-edge solutions to solve DB related Problems(DBDevOps)
Upgrade tools and practices which different teams use
Continuous Improvement in Technical teams

Gaj International Publications
DevOps Consultant
June 2018 - January 2019 (8 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

Gaj is one of the biggest publications in Iran, in the last few years Gaj tries
to be more active in E-Commerce and Online Markets, so Gaj creates a new
division to achieve its goals in online markets.

as a senior DevOps Consultant my job was:
Upgrade Old versions of TFS to the latest one
Migrate different teams from different kind of tools and processes to "1
system" approach and Integrate hole teams Version Control and Issue tracking
systems.
Create Continuous Integration And Continuous Delivery Pipeline for Teams.
Create Continuous Improvement Plan for Organization.

Specialties: Application Lifecycle management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Git, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS, DevOps,
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Jenkins, Issues, CI, CD,UI Test, Selenium, Integration Test, Unit Test,
Continuous Monitoring

Golrang Industrial Group
DevOps Consultant
July 2018 - October 2018 (4 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

"Golrang System" is a company belonging to the "Golrang industrial group",
responsible to provide the software solution for other companies in the group.

as a senior DevOps Consultant my job was:
talk to different stack holders and discuss current technical problems in the
area of DevOps
Create or find innovative ways and solutions to resolve technical problems the
"Golrang system" has.
Create POC for possible solutions and present them to the staff of different
teams and get them on board and use their knowledge to alter POC and
finalize it.
Define Different Courses and plan to hold them in the company to train team
members and make them ready to start working in a new way.

Specialties: Application Lifecycle Management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Git, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS, DevOps,
Jenkins, Issues, CI, CD, TFS Reporting, Technical Management

Digikala.com
Application Lifecycle Management Specialist
December 2015 - September 2018 (2 years 10 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

Digikala is the biggest E-commerce site in Iran
as an ALM Specialist my job was:

Upgrade and maintain ALM Solution currently running in the company, TFS
2013 to TFS 2015, then to 2017 and 2018, train developers to use new
features like Scrum templates for agile project management. Train developers
to use the multi-checkout system in TFVC(team foundation version control)
and after 1.5-year train GIT to developers to migrate from TFVC to Git
Add android and IOS source codes in TFS Git Repos and hide signature files
with the secure files feature.
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Create a CI(Continuous Integration) pipeline for most of the running projects,
Create CD(Continuous Delivery) pipeline for main projects in any environment,
Remove all dll references from local hard drivers of developers and convert
them to NuGet packages and update all references in all projects.
Run unit tests in CI Process, Create UI test framework base on POM(Page
Object Model) for selenium in C# and run them automatically with certain Build
definitions on build servers, Create Structure for manage manual tests with all
details, Implement code convention checks in Ci, Run Sonarqube for check
code quality.

I single-handedly responsible to Help team members to run projects on
developers computers, maintain and merge Branches in TFVC Version Control
and Git, Centralize all project source codes and databases in TFVC Or Git
Repos and I’m responsible for maintaining all codes in the whole software
development department, responsible for updating Databases in different
environments and projects, help team members in any code or database
conflicts in git or TFVC “I have to help team members to get things done and I
love it, sometimes team listen to me and sometimes not, unfortunately, I don’t
have enough permissions to implement big changes I need to create full ALM
solution, so I try to change it in continuous improvement fashion”

BEK Group Service
DevOps Engineer
September 2017 - August 2018 (1 year)
Tehran Province, Iran

BEK Group is a small company located in Kempten, Bayern, de. BEK Group
Create websites and Software solutions for small and medium-size companies.
I work with them remotely.

as a DevOps Engineer my role was:
Create standards for using Version Control in the same way for all projects and
teach other teams members for how to do it.
Teach teams members how to use Scrum and Kanban for managing projects
in an Agile fashion.
Create test standards and continuous improvement plan for meeting BEK
requirements in manual testing, UI Testing, Load testing, Integration Testing,
Unit Testing, and Continuous Testing.
Create and define Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployments for
BEK Group.
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Specialities: Selenium, Test Scenario, Jenkins, Git, SonarQube

SigmaITID
DevOps Consultant
January 2018 - May 2018 (5 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

Sigma is a company in the field of IT and communication and software
services, sigma have different Active products in this areas.

as a senior DevOps Consultant my job was:
Upgrade old version of TFS to latest one.
Setup and Run instances of TFS and config them by the best practices.
create onboarding plan for different teams in version control and issue tracking
areas.
create the architecture of teams and projects in TFS and implement it.
Create POC for different types of Branching and merging and suggest best fit
for sigma current state.

Specialties: Application Lifecycle management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Git, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS, DevOps,
Jenkins, Issues, CI, CD,UI Test, Selenium, Integration Test, Unit Test,
Continuous Monitoring, Consultant, Sonarqube, Code Convention, Logging,
Code Review, Static code analsis, Wiki

Iran Petroleum Industry Research Institute
Technical Trainer
December 2017 - February 2018 (3 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

Iran Petroleum Industry Research Institute is responsible for find and creates
new solutions for everyday challenges in Iranian Oil industry.

as a Technical Trainer my job was:
Define specific course for basic needs of software teams in this organization,
course title was "Application Lifecycle Management With TFS - Version Control
And Work Management For Researchers" and aim to help research staff to
use Version control and work item management for everyday usage, this will
help them be more collaborative.
The course was about 20 Hour.
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Specialties: Application Lifecycle Management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS

KAHKESHAN Moshaver Imen ( KNSecure )
DevOps Consultant
September 2015 - December 2015 (4 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

KNSecure is working in the field of software consultant and security for big
organizations and companies.

as a DevOps Consultant my job was:
Analyze Outsourcing Software Projects processes and find defects
Define Standards for Outsourcing Software Projects processes and Create
POC of these standards with Specific tools.
Create a plan to improve Security checks in outsourcing Software projects,
to be sure new software delivered by vendors meet organization Security
standards.

Specialties: Application Lifecycle Management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Git, Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS, Define
Standards for OutSourcing Software Projects, ISO 37500, ISO 12207,
OutSourcing DevOps, OutSourcing Platform Engineering team, Represent
Solutions

Kahkeshan Noor
Technical Manager
April 2012 - December 2015 (3 years 9 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

"kahkeshan noor" was an educational institution which was responsible for
Holding Different type of IT courses like Network+, MCSA 2016, CEH, Security
+, Cissp, CCNA, MCSD, and so many other Courses.

As a Technical Manager my role was: 

Manage Software Development team how’s responsible for Develop LMS
(learning management system) for company everyday usage, In fact, this
LMS contains the whole processes of the organization, from managing the
content of the public website (http://www.kahkeshan.com/) to define new
courses and create a class based on them and set schedule for classes
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automatically to get final exam from students based on exam pull we have, this
system contains 16 different FrontEnds, http://www.kahkeshan.com/, http://
my.kahkeshan.com/, Teachers Panel, Admin Panel, Accountant Panel, CRM
Panel, Training consultant panel, Exam Panel, and 10 other FrontEnds. we
use asp.net, Domain Driven Design, MS SqlServer, c# to create this project.

Specialties: Application Lifecycle Management, Version Control, Team
Foundation Version Control(TFVC), Agile, Scrum, Kanban, TFS, C#, MS
SQLServer, Asp.net, QA and Test, Manual Test, Create Test Scenarios,
Present Solutions to CEO, Technical Manager, Management

Kahkeshan Dana 
Software Developer
April 2012 - December 2015 (3 years 9 months)
Tehran Province, Iran

"Kahkeshan Dana" is a software company responsible to create and maintain
software solutions for external customers or other kahkeshan companies. 

As a Software Developer my role was: 

manage a team in software project for enghelab sport complex and deliver the
working product for different subsystems.
analyze and develop and test and even manage contents in few projects like
http://www.qmsitalia.com/, Exam System for managing pull of questions and
taking an exam, automation in provisioning HyperV VMS for start and stop
them before and after the class and Manage client computer on the class.

Institute of Applied Science Technology Jahad Daneshgahi (IASTJD)
Teacher
September 2011 - January 2012 (5 months)
Ahvaz, Iran

I was responsible to teach Software Engineering Workshop for Bachelor's
degree students.

as a Teacher my job was:
teach the student about UML and how they can apply it to real projects
Develop a software project based on UML documents

Iran Technical & Vocational Training سازمان آموزش فنی و حرفه ای
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Software Developer
May 2011 - October 2011 (6 months)
Ahvaz, Iran

as a Freelance, I try to Define Few Projects.

Project1: ITServiceManager
Focus on this project was to Create Customized Issue Tracking software
Based on Few target Customers requirements.

Project2: Define More than 15 syllabus for new Software Development related
Courses for Iran Technical & Vocational Training Organization
Course syllabus for technologies like Silverlight, EntityFramework, Team
Foundation Server and ...

Sandoghe Seyed Alshohada
Consultant
September 2010 - April 2011 (8 months)
Dezful, Iran

"Sandoghe Seyed Alshohada" is private financial institute.

as a Consultant my job was:

One of my responsibilities was to act as a Product owner for Organization and
gather requirements, Voices of every meeting and write them down, ask the
questions and after getting approved by my client I have to communicate with
the development team and update them for next sprints.

My other responsibility was to advise CEO of Private Financial Organization
about Information Technology and Solution we can get to ease everyday work
or provide (as an investment opportunity)

Vira System
Software Developer
March 2009 - April 2011 (2 years 2 months)
Dezful, Iran

Vira system is a software Company which is active in different industries like
Finance, Industrial. I was involved in a project related to a private financial
institute named "Seyed alShohada".
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as a Software Developer my job was:

gather and Analyze customer requirements and get customer sign to confirm
of analyzed I did.
Develop software based on analyzed I did (C#, Win forms, MS SqlServer).
Train Customer Staff.
Update Production Servers and represent product after every spring to the
customer and get a customer feedback.

Apadana Rayaneh
Software Developer
September 2008 - January 2010 (1 year 5 months)
Ahvaz, Iran

as a Software Developer my job was:

gather business requirements and analyze them (we work in a waterfall
model).
get the customer approvement for our analyzes.
implement requirements with asp.net and MS SqlServer
config production server and Deploy Artifacts on the server

--
Teacher
July 2008 - September 2008 (3 months)
Ahvaz, Iran

as an Asp.net teacher my job was:

define syllabus for custom asp.net workshop customer need.
held workshops

Institute of Applied Science Technology Jahad Daneshgahi (IASTJD)
Teacher Assistant
September 2007 - December 2007 (4 months)
Ahvaz, Iran

as a Teacher Assistant in Software Engineering Course in College my job was:

help other students learn more about SSADM and UML for gathering and
analyzing software requirements in the class.
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define and run workshops for students.

Freelance, self-employed
Freelance 3D Animator
October 2003 - April 2007 (3 years 7 months)
Ahvaz, iran

as a 3D Animator my job was:

Create 3D Object Models with Multi-polygon or nurbs methods.
Create material for models and use a different kind of lights in the scene and
create animation Based on storyboarding me and customer define and agreed
before.
I mostly use 3Ds Max but depend on the project I use Maya or light wave.

Education
جهاد دانشگاهی خوزستان
(لیسانس, نرم افزار · (2006 - 2008
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